Pablo Center is a confluence of ideas; a confluence of art,
dance, music, and song. It is a confluence of hopes, dreams,
education, and inspiration.
Dream| Create | Inspire
For Pablo Center to be successful it has taken visionaries. One of the projects greatest
visionaries was Dan Clumpner. Dan was constantly pushing this region forward.
He ensured that we built this building to serve our community for future generations.
This is an incredible building and we have regional integrated programming ambitions
to match it. To be able to stay focused on what we want to do and what we can do,
we need to minimize our debt burden. By helping us pay down our remaining loans
sooner, we can continue to focus on growing our regional integrated programs
instead of diverting operational dollars towards the debt burden. Incredible regional
stewards like Richard and Marcia Larson have already responded to this need by
pledging $1 million dollars to help us finalize our capital campaign. With 92% of
this project funded, help us finalize the initial capital raise. The early retirement of our
remaining $7.2 million in construction loans will ensure that our focus on possibilities,
access, and partnerships are simply the beginning of this incredible confluence
of ideals.

Pablo Center is pleased to introduce the Dan Clumpner Tribute Fund.
The Dan Clumpner Tribute Fund has been created to ensure that Dan’s vision and aspirations for The Confluence
Project become a reality through continued stewardship of this world-renowned facility. The fund has three core
components with the Capital Campaign as our primary focus. Help us finalize the Capital Campaign so we can
unlock the full potential of Pablo Center.
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The financial sustainability of Pablo
Center is our top priority in order
to ensure the long-term health and
success of the organization. Pledges
toward the Capital Campaign will be
used to pay down the capital debt of
the building, allowing all future gifts to
ensure the programmatic increases that
Dan was so passionate about. With a
goal of $4.25MM by March of 2020,
gifts toward the capital campaign
ensure that Dan’s Legacy lives on.
Gifts and pledges made to the
Capital Campaign will be recognized
both on the Dan Clumpner
Concourse Memorial as well as on
Pablo Center’s Donor Wall.

At Pablo Center, our drive for
possibilities and access was largely
inspired by Dan’s commitment.
It is important to ensure all citizens
have access to experience Pablo
Center’s offerings. Pledges made to
the Accessibility Endowment will
be used to fund low-to-moderate
income tickets for events. While
Pablo Center currently provides 20
of these tickets per show, this
endowment would be used to
provide tickets to other agencies
and organizations whom are able
to connect with and provide citizens
access to the arts.

A passion of Dan’s was ensuring
youth and adults had access to
educational programs within the
building. Pledges will be used to create
and fund an endowment for
scholarships for Pablo Center
Educational Program Scholarships.
Pablo Center’s educational offerings
will continue to grow with summer
programs expected to begin in 2020
with First Robotics Club already
underway.
This endowment will be used to
provide scholarships to youth to
become involved, or for other agencies,
organizations, and citizens to help
sponsor educational programs for
attendees and provide greater access
to the arts.

Honor Dan’s legacy by supporting the possibilities, access,
and partnerships that Pablo Center will offer.

to Eau Claire Confluence Foundation, Inc.

Yes! Iʼd like to donate $

TITLE (Mr. Mrs. Ms. Dr.)

NAME(S)

BUSINESS / ORGANIZATION IF APPLICABLE
ADDRESS
BUSINESS PHONE

HOME PHONE

EMAIL

PLEDGE: I (we) pledge a total of $
3 years

4 years

5 years on a

. This amount will be paid over the course of
semi-annual basis

annual basis.

** Please note: you will be asked to provide naming details at a later date.

How would you like your contribution to be recognized?
___________________________________________________________________________________
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PLEDGE CONTRIBUTION:

SIGNATURE

DATE

The Eau Claire Confluence Foundation, Inc. (“Foundation”) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation. Contributions may result in certain
tax benefits. Please consult your legal or tax advisor for details. The Foundation does not provide any legal or tax advice. Gifts to
the Foundation become the sole property of the Foundation and are irrevocable. Unless otherwise stated in this instrument, all
donations received are unrestricted. Gift recognition, if any, will be through separate programs established at either the Confluence
Council, Inc. or Eau Claire Confluence Arts, Inc. or both.

CONTACT: MONICA FREDERICK | Director of Development
715.864.7610 | monica@pablocenter.org

